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River Tyne – Knowes weir
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Introduction

Knowes Weir is a freshwater site located on the River Tyne at the eastern edge of the
EcoCoLife area (Fig. 1). Ecological coherence is currently impacted by the presence of a
large weir. The project aims to restore freshwater habitats including a natural river bed and
riverside riparian habitats and restore ecosystem function by reconnecting the upstream
habitat to migratory species of fish. The weir is in a rural location surrounded by farmland
and near to mill buildings (Fig. 2).
The catchment upstream of the weir is divided into 12 water bodies. The Ecological Status of
all 12 is downgraded for fish passage due to a number fish barriers on the mainstem of the
river. A subset of these also have water quality or water flow pressures. More information is
provided as part of the baseline data below.

Figure 1: Location of the site in relation to the Scotland central belt.

Figure 2: Location of Knowes Weir on the mainstem of the River Tyne in relation to the lade running
to the North and Knowes Farm to the east.
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Background

The site was identified as a potential EcoCoLife location through the Ecological Coherence
Protocol but was only identified as a project site at the end of 2017 when the opportunity to
add additional sites to the project was identified. Following its selection, SEPA have been
working towards reconnecting fish passage and restoring riparian habitat at this location.
Improvements in ecological coherence at this site are being monitored across four indicators
as outlined in the EcoCoLife monitoring plan.





Ecological functionality through WFD classification,
Structural diversity through fixed point photography,
Functional connectivity through fish population data,
Patch size through habitat area data.

These indices were chosen as appropriate to detect the impacts of the restoration measures
proposed for this site.
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Monitoring

Information relating to the collection of baseline data is presented below. This will form the
basis of evidence of the impact of measures following completion of the project and the
collection of post project data to compare.
3.1

Ecological functionality - Water Framework Directive classification

Summary of pre work pressures on the 12 waterbodies across the River Tyne catchment
(Table 1). Obstacles to fish passage impacts the greatest number of ‘individual water bodies’
with parameter failures across all 12 water bodies. The obstacles impact both ‘fish barriers’
and ‘fish ecology’ parameters. Knowes Weir is one of these structures.

Table 1: Summary of parameter failures across the River Tyne catchment. A significant number of
failures relate to the weirs present on the River Tyne

For five of the water bodies listed within the catchment fish passage is the only downgrading
pressure (with a count of 1 below – Table 2). Knowes weir is the only obstacle downgrading
water body 4002 for Morphology and Fish Continuity.
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Table 2: Summary of required measures across the River Tyne catchment. A significant number of
failures will be resolved with measures targeted at the barriers on the River Tyne

3.2

Functional connectivity - fish population data

Electro fishing survey data, providing a baseline for comparison post completion of works,
are presented below (Fig. 3). Data are presented from one downstream site and four
upstream sites below. Data clearly establishes the presence of Atlantic salmon between
Knowes weir and the estuary (downstream) and an absence of Atlantic salmon at all sites
above the weir.
Electrofishing data sheets for all sites are attached (see references A2849052)

Control site

Upstream 1
Upstream 2

Upstream 3

Upstream 4

Figure 3: Map showing the location of electrofishing sites
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Control site

Fish counts from for Atlantic salmon showing 41 individuals present based on a single
sampling pass.

Fish counts for brown trout (sea trout) showing two individuals present

Counts of individuals of other species recorded at the sampling site
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Upstream site 1

Fish counts from for Atlantic salmon showing zero individuals present.

Fish counts for brown trout (sea trout) showing just one individual present

Counts of individuals of other species recorded at the sampling site
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Upstream Site 2

Fish counts from for Atlantic salmon showing zero individuals present.

Fish counts for brown trout (sea trout) showing 49 individuals present

Counts of individuals of other species recorded at the sampling site
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Upstream site 3

Fish counts from for Atlantic salmon showing zero individuals present.

Fish counts for brown trout (sea trout) showing just one individual present

Counts of individuals of other species recorded at the sampling site
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Upstream site 4

Fish counts from for Atlantic salmon showing zero individuals present.

Fish counts for brown trout (sea trout) showing 15 individuals present

Counts of individuals of other species recorded at the sampling site
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3.3

Structural diversity - fixed point photography

Fixed point photographs collected pre works showing pre restoration structural habitat
diversity (Fig. 4).

Photo 1 NT 60226 77515

Photo 1 NT 60226 77515

Photo 3 NT 60483 77539

Photo NT 60427 77520

Photo 5 NT 60594 77684

Photo 6 NT 60612 77681

Photo 7 NT 60612 77681
Figure 4: fixed point photography

Photo 8 NT 60688 77808
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3.4

Patch size - polygon data

Patch size has been recorded to provide baseline data for the project. Pre-restoration
riparian habitat area has been measured to be 6432 sq. metres. Area will be re-measured on
completion. Patch size is expected to increase 30 to 40% accompanied by an expected
improvement in patch quality

Figure 5: Polygon showing the current patch size riparian habitat (currently degraded)
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Future monitoring

4.1

Ecological functionality - Water Framework Directive classification

Data covering the same WFD pressures and parameters will be collated and compared with
baseline data.
4.2

Functional connectivity - fish population data

Repeat electrofishing surveys of the survey sites will be undertaken following the completion
of restoration work. Data will be collated and compared with baseline data.
4.3

Structural diversity - fixed point photography

Repeat fixed point photography surveys of the survey sites will be undertaken following
completion of restoration work. Data will be collated and compared with baseline data.
3.4

Patch size - polygon data

Re-measurement of habitat patch size will be undertaken following completion of the
restoration work and establishment of riparian vegetation. Data will be collated and
compared with baseline data.
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References

Data sources
 WFD data - SEPA ESUI Informatics Hub (139-Water Environment Tool)
 Fish data - SEPA fish ecology survey teams.
 Fixed point photography data - SEPA water environment fund team
Links
EcoCoLife - SEPA - Monitoring - Tyne fish data A2849052
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